A GUIDE TO THE MELANDREN CORPORATION

DORM ROOMS

YOUR SISSY'S HOME AWAY FROM HOME
While many other Sissy Training facilities offer mandatory Sissy interaction, only the *Melandren Corporation* offers the patented “Forced Coupling Experience”. By enrolling your Sissy in the *Melandren Training Program*, you are ensuring that she receives only the best training and arousal torture.

Every evening at the *Melandren Corporation*, your Sissy will be randomly assigned to a new dorm room with a new roommate. The more ‘Reluctant’ Sissies are paired with the most ‘Compliant’ ensuring that both of them learn new and exciting things. With hundreds of Sissies in the rotation, and new ones being added every day, this policy forces your chaste pet to experience new sexual torture every single night. As the sissies become more feminized, their insatiable arousal only becomes more and more intense. Randomly assigned sleepwear will only further frustrate your faux-femme, as she finds herself aroused by her own attire as well of that of her randomly assigned bunkmate.

With only the tiniest of beds and no cover, your Sissy will have to cling to his equally aroused partner. Their smooth and supple flesh forced to entangle and intoxicate. Do not forget that every evening is also completely filmed via security camera for your viewing pleasure. Enroll your Sissy today and experience the *Melandren* difference. Your Sissy will never be the same!
The Pecking Order...

The Sissy Pecking Order is a concept that the Melandren Corporation takes very seriously. One of the most interesting moments of a new Sissy’s training is when she discovers where she is in the hierarchy of Sissies. While we train all Sissies to be compliant and sexually eager bimbos, this Sissy on Sissy interaction is key to the development of their submissive brains.

Some Sissies are naturally submissive. By the end of the first night, they are lost unless someone is telling them what to do, how to think and what to suck on. On the other side of the scale are the Sissies who are full of impotent rage and helplessness. These ‘Reluctant’ Sissies naturally try to take out their frustrations on the more ‘Compliant’ ones. It is natural, and at the end of the day, very healthy.

Many of our clients show initial concern that we allow Sissies to dominate other Sissies. After all, are we not training them to be submissive? Countless studies have shown that by allowing Sissies to attempt to feel dominant, it only reinforces how truly trapped they are. With no sexual relief available to take the edge off of their helpless anger, they inevitably stimulate themselves more, causing more helpless anger. This cycle actually facilitates their ‘breaking’ and provides good additional training for the already Compliant Sissies as well.

As every encounter is filmed for analysis and distribution, you can witness first hand as your Sissy attempts to take control night after night, and then in time, submits herself to the newer Alpha Sissy who has just arrived.

I will never forget the first time I watched my Sissy get overpowered by a Sissy half her size. The look on his face as he realized that he was going to be dominated by a petite little blonde that had just arrived that day, is a memory I will cherish forever.

~ Testimonial from a former client ~
We all know that the path to controlling a Sissy is through constant arousal. Our dorm accommodations ensure that your Sissy is edged from the moment she steps into the room, with a constant increase of arousal scheduled until her mandatory cold morning shower. At 6PM every evening, her Sissy-Link chastity device is put on edge mode and the slow steady pulsing pleasure begins between her legs. By the time she is in her sleepwear and cuddled up next to her partner for the night, her whole body is already one, large erogenous zone. Every hour, the Sissy-Link software amps up the pleasure edging until the 6AM wake-up alarm. Even as she fitfully passes out in exhaustion, she will continue to be erotically tortured as she dreams. It is not uncommon for this treatment to break the weaker-willed Sissies by the second evening. As they seal themselves into the tiny room with their random, equally-horny partner for that second night, most Sissies burst into tears. Just knowing what they will have to endure for twelve hours causes their already tenuous grasp on masculinity disappear.

Most Sissies overcome their innate reluctance to sensually interact with their Sissy partner by no later than the first week. No toys are allowed in the dorm and with their chastity belts securely in place (with the rear plug feature installed before bed), there is no way for them to actually have sex. Even prostate milking is beyond their ability due to the shape of the plug up inside of them. All they can do is sensually tease one another, knowing that it only aggravates a situation that they can not escape from. Despite knowing they will get no release, 98% of all Sissies still end up teasing each other with kisses, caresses and soft, whispered talk in the dark. The knowledge that this is their fate every night, is one of the core conditioning techniques of our award-winning Sissy Training Facility.
**SCHEDULE**

17:30  Report for Rear-Plug insertion and belt check  
18:00  Both Sissies In-Room with doors sealed.  
18:15  Visual inspection of appropriate sleepwear  
18:30  Required Yoga (enforced by belt-shocks)  
19:00  Mandatory Goodnight Kisses (30 minutes)  
19:30  Lights out  
20:00  Sissy-Link Incremental Edging Increase  
21:00  Sissy-Link Incremental Edging Increase  
22:00  Sissy-Link Incremental Edging Increase  
23:00  Sissy-Link Incremental Edging Increase  
00:00  Midnight Belt Shock to awaken and stimulate  
01:00  Sissy-Link Incremental Edging Increase  
02:00  Sissy-Link Incremental Edging Increase  
03:00  Sissy-Link Incremental Edging Increase  
04:00  Sissy-Link Incremental Edging Increase  
05:00  Sissy-Link Incremental Edging Increase  
06:00  Lights on / Shock mode active until standing  
06:05  Mandatory Good Morning Kisses (10 Minutes)  
06:15  Sleepwear removed - ready for the showers

Cameras are equipped in every room with a Live Feed.

**Use your Sissy-Link account to type in your Sissy’s Unique ID Number**

You will instantly be taken to the appropriate camera so you can see just how much she is enjoying her time at The Melandren Corporation.

Jewel & Kitty  
Mandatory Kissing
SAFETY

We take the care and charge of your Sissy very seriously. Every night we lock them in for their safety. In order to keep their sexual development controlled, all Sissies are kept in their belts and have a Rear Plug locked inside of them every evening. Sissy roommates do occasionally fight, but there are no objects, toys, jewelry or items of any kind allowed inside the dorm at night. You can rest assured that your Sissy is safe and remember: you can login at any time to the security feed of his chastity belt.

Our 24/7 security team does monitor the live feeds and will guarantee to visually inspect your Sissy at least once an hour. Our security team loves Sissies just as much as you do, and will often watch the video feed of them beyond the required cursory inspection. Should any true danger present itself, our security team has a two minute or less response time.

Sissies will often tell their Sponsor that they are constantly abused by their roommates. They will spin tales of being forced to pleasure the other Sissies, of being spanked and beaten, or of simply being afraid of some of the other Sissies with which they are forced to cohabitate. Obviously this is all true... and encouraged.

Bianca & Blaze
Caught bringing Jewelry to bed - 6 days in solitary each
Ali & Monique
Exploring Monique’s New Assets
Acquired for reaching Sissy Training Level 3
A NOTE FROM THE HEAD OF SECURITY

I have been the acting Head of Security for just over four years. I take this position very seriously, and I give you complete and total assurance that I have put together a team of dedicated professionals to keep your Sissy safe. If you have any doubt of their competence and confidence in their ability, ask them what happens to them should a Sissy escape. You can see an example of one such restructuring by logging into Sissy-Link Feed #498674-92. Trixie, the Sissy in that feed, was my predecessor and former Head of Security. He made the mistake of falling for one of his Sissy charges who was attempting to sexually manipulate him in hopes of escape. Now he is a Level 2 Office Girl, and the Sissy that caused it was recently sold to a Middle Eastern hotel. We do not tolerate incompetence... or mistakes.

Should you have any concerns or questions, you are welcome to call, email or stop by day or night. I have complete confidence in every member of our team. They would be in one of our dorms otherwise.
MELANDREN PUBLISHING IS PROUD TO PRESENT

SISSY DREAMS
A SUBSCRIPTION VIDEO SERVICE

A carefully cultivated collection of erotic sissy evening adventures. Watch highlights of thousands of hours of evening trysts and tangles as Sissies tease, torture, teach and torment each other for hours on end.

Every Friday you will receive two hours of the lovingly edited clips of Sissies forced together against their will. Watch them try to dominate each other, manipulate each other and ultimately tease and torture each other with their unwilling arousal.

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT LOCKEDINLACE.COM